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Biographical Notes: 
 
Everard Meynell (1882-1926) was born to Wilfrid and Alice Alice Christiana Gertrude 
Meynell (nee Thompson). He wrote “The Life of Francis Thompson”(1913), “Corot and 
His Friends”(1908), and “Giovanni Bellini”(1905). 
 
Information for the above was taken from https://lccn.loc.gov/no2008177890.  
 
Scope and Content: 
 
The collection consists of two letters by Everard Meynell to a Wilma (no last name) in 
Belmont, San Mateo County, California. The letters include comments on the sale of “The 
Letters of George Meredith to Alice Meynell, with annotations thereto, 1896-1907”, and 
gives news of the family. The letters were found in a copy of said book. 
 
Processing Notes: 
 
This collection was already processed at the time the finding aid was created.  
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